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Introduction: MarketingSherpa’s Top 5 Facebook Case Studies
From 2010

2010 has been a big year for Facebook, edging toward the 600 million mark in subscribers.
Companies and organizations of all different types and sizes have taken advantage of this
growth. Throughout 2010 they have found inventive ways to integrate Facebook into their
marketing strategies - and with great success.
Our friends at MarketingSherpa interview hundreds of companies each year, gathering
information to write their case studies and how-tos. We’ve chosen five that demonstrate how
Facebook, when integrated with a carefully thought out plan, can help deliver impressive
results.
We are struck by the diversity of these campaigns, which cover 5 very distinct industries:
hardware, beer, clothing, cookware and music. Each company shows an awareness of its
market and demonstrates creative and practical ways to bring Facebook into the mix.
Hopefully these case studies will inspire you to do the same.
Enjoy!
The HubSpot Team
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Improve Your Facebook Profile to Increase Consumer
Interaction: Four Tactics
SUMMARY: You’ve had your Facebook brand page up for a while… so now what? Building
graphic-based pages and adding navigational tabs to your Facebook profile can establish a
richer presence, but you have to make sure your brand -- and your team -- are ready.
See how Ace Hardware doubled Facebook interactions and spiked profile traffic 350% with a
well-designed and well-branded profile and strategy. Includes tips for working with
developers.
In April, Ace Hardware launched a multichannel rebranding effort to position the hardware
retailer as a place for consumers to quickly and easily purchase what they needed.
Mark Lowe, Manager, eCommerce Marketing and Digital, Ace Hardware, wanted to bring the
campaign to the company's Facebook profile, where consumers could learn more and interact
with the brand’s new message.
"I really saw social -- and Facebook in particular -- as a great opportunity to expand the
campaign and give it some additional legs beyond the 30-second TV commercials or the radio
ads," Lowe says.
The team launched a visual and interactive experience for their Facebook visitors and
communicated with the audience through wall posts and comments. The team’s message got
through:
•
•
•

Profile page traffic spiked 350% since the campaign’s launch (Lowe expects the traffic
to settle at a lower level).
Interactions, such as comments and "likes" on posts, nearly doubled since launch to an
average of 72 per day.
They added more than 26,000 fans, more than doubling their previous number.

Here are four tactics the team used to build a Facebook presence that connected with their
larger branding effort and captured consumers’ attention:
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Tactic #1. Prepare for a younger audience
Ace’s core customers are generally aged 35-50, Lowe says. Facebook’s audience, however,
skews toward a younger demographic, with an estimated 63% of members between 13-34,
according to InsideFacebook.com.
The team adjusted its strategy to reach younger members. They targeted 25- to 50-year-olds
through display advertising on the social network, driving "likes" and traffic to their profile
page.
Target by interests
Facebook enables marketers to target ads by members’ declared interests. For this effort, the
team chose keywords for hobbies and TV shows related to home improvement, such as:
• HGTV
• Gardening
• Grilling
• Home repair
Targeting helped the team reach consumers with relevant interests, even if they were younger
than Ace’s traditional demographic.
Tactic #2. Be interactive, fun and helpful
The team created a visual, interactive Facebook experience for visitors (see creative samples).
The top of the profile page featured additional navigational tabs, such as "Helpful Place" and
"Spring Guide," which brought visitors to different pages within Facebook.
On arrival, visitors saw the "Helpful Place" tab by default, which included:
• Graphic interface
• Links to the team’s seasonal content
• Links to locate an Ace store and view a weekly ad
• Links to learn more about Ace’s rewards program, mobile offerings, and contests
“I Will” Facebook application
The team’s seasonal content included a link to the "I Will" application, which allowed visitors
to personalize a sentence and declare their summer plans.
The application used a "fill-in-the-blanks" approach with entry fields embedded in a standard
sentence. For example, users could type in "I will [mow the lawn], and then I will [hit golf
balls into the lake]."
Then, users could click the "update my status" button to add the sentence to their Facebook
MarketingSherpa’s Top 5 Facebook Case Studies From 2010
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profiles. The update included the message "’I Will’ powered by Ace Hardware."
“Spring Guide”
Visitors entered a seasonal Facebook page by either clicking the "Spring Guide" navigational
tab or the "Guide to Spring" button on the team’s default "Helpful Place" page. There, visitors
selected whether they were interested in lawns or gardens and clicked through a series of
related tips and images.
Relevant updates
Every Friday, the team sent a status update dubbed "Long Live Spring" to followers. The
updates included a link to a Facebook page with tips on seasonal topics and related videos (see
creative samples through links at the end of this story). The team used the same page each
week, extending the page with new content each Friday.
The team sent relevant status updates to their followers throughout the campaign, informing
them of sales and other helpful information. They also made sure to respond to audience
comments in a casual but professional manner.
"In terms of the amount of interaction we’ve gotten with each post, it’s gotten better over the
last couple months as we learned and found things our consumers are interested in talking
about," Lowe says.
Tactic #3. Provide context and consistency
The team’s "I Will" message was central to rebranding Ace as a place to help finish home
improvement tasks quickly so customers could move on with their lives.
For example, one television ad featured several user declarations that "This summer, I will not
turn my garden into a botanical wonderland," and "I will paint just the living room." Finally,
one person added "and then, I will read comic books."
The team incorporated this message into Ace's Facebook presence in several ways, such as:
• The "I Will" app, mentioned above
• Embedding videos of the 30-second TV ad into the profile
• Encouraging discussion about grilling and other related leisure topics
• Sending links to the "Long Live Spring" landing page mentioned above
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Tactic #4. Prepare the IT team
As mentioned, Ace’s Facebook profile is graphical and interactive. Building and updating it for
rebranding required a skilled IT team. We spoke with several experienced developers and
asked how you can prepare your IT team to do something similar.
Experience must dictate expectations
Adding graphical pages to a Facebook profile should be within the abilities of most Web
developers, according those we spoke with. The pages can be largely HTML-based.
However, if your team’s developers do not have experience coding in Facebook, they will need
time to study the nuances and learn some of Facebook’s markup language, FBML.
Start early or hire an agency
The amount of lead time required depends on two major factors:
• How much experience the developers have with Facebook
• The depth of functionality you require
Static pages, or pages that simply link to other websites, should not be a problem to create for
most developers. However, pages that require interaction with visitor profiles or other
interactive features will likely require much more time for an inexperienced developer to create
and test.
If you’re planning an effort like this, talk to your IT team to get a better sense of their
capabilities and what your plans might require. If you’re pressed for time, look for an
experienced agency with a proven track record.
Have clear goals
Arriving with clear goals will help a developer understand the amount of work required, and
whether or not they’re the appropriate resource for the job.
Be sure to understand exactly what you want to add to your social presence, how you will
manage it, and how it will be incorporated into your overall marketing strategy. Having this
information upfront can prevent disappointment and headaches down the line.
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Default tab: Helpful Place
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Spring Guide
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“I Will App”
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Long Live Spring page
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Ace Hardware Wall
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How 'Localizing' a Brand Through Social Media & InPerson Events Created a Successful Product Launch

SUMMARY: Social networks provide broad reach with deep personalization. This unique
combination can help marketers design national campaigns that feel more personal to the
audience.
See how a Colorado-based craft brewery launched a new product by using social media to
emphasize their brand’s local connection to customers. By creating an interactive Facebook
map, encouraging connections between fans and local sales reps, and hosting local events,
they reached their sales goal in half their projected time.
CHALLENGE
Melyssa Glassman, Creative Director, New Belgium Brewing Company, and her team realized
the Colorado-based craft brewer product line lacked a key beer.
The craft beer market was growing more interested in beer with larger amounts of hops -- the
ingredient that adds bitterness. One particularly hoppy style, India Pale Ale (IPA), was
becoming widely popular, but New Belgium didn’t yet offer an IPA.
"IPA is not a Belgian style," says Glassman. "So how do you come out as a Belgian brewer,
who’s always talked about being a Belgian brewer, and brew a style that’s not Belgian, that’s
not unique, and that there’s a lot of competition in?"
The team realized they needed to do everything right to succeed, Glassman says. The beer
would have to taste fantastic, and the marketing would have to make the product stand out in a
very crowded category.
CAMPAIGN
After spending about a year perfecting their beer, the team was ready to build their campaign
for a Feb. 1 launch. They decided to combine online and offline tactics using a microsite,
Facebook, and in-store displays and events to help make a local connection between the brand
and consumers in its 26-state distribution area.
Here are the five steps they took:
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Step #1. Use customer research to set strategy
Craft beer drinkers, Glassman says, are commonly:
• Men in their 30s
• College educated
• Reasonably affluent
• Urban dwellers
• More "progressive"
Through focus groups and anecdotal evidence, the team knew customers liked the company’s
beer and appreciated the fact that they were an employee-owned company. However, the team
also found this group did not look to New Belgium for hoppy beers such as IPA.
To overcome this market perception, the team needed to capture attention at points-of-sale.
Otherwise, hop-seeking customers would walk past their beers without a glance.
Localizing the product
Craft beer drinkers often support locally-owned businesses, particularly locally-owned
breweries, Glassman says. Although based in Colorado, the company has sales reps -- who
they call "beer rangers" -- in each of the 26 states in which they sell.
The team thought connecting consumers with local reps would help localize the brand and
capture more customer sentiment.
Creating a story
To emphasize a local connection to customers, they decided to call the new beer the "Ranger
IPA" and designed a launch campaign to tell the story of their company's "beer rangers."
Throughout their marketing materials, team used an image of one of their reps dressed as a
forest ranger in front of a bicycle covered in hops (the brand’s logo features a bicycle). They
also used an image of the beer in front of a hops background to emphasize its hoppy character.
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Step #2. Create a microsite
The team created a Flash microsite -- dubbed "Rangerland" -- to receive the majority traffic
driven by the campaign. It included:
Product images
The microsite’s homepage featured a picture of the beer, and the image of the uniformed
ranger posing with a bicycle. Images of hops were placed throughout the site.
Product information
A "Meet Ranger IPA" tab contained images of the product and hops, and featured details about
the beer.
Interactive map
The site contained a "Find Your Ranger" tab, which took visitors to an interactive map
highlighting the locations of the team’s sales reps throughout the country. Locations were
marked by icons that looked like hops.
By clicking on one of the hop icons, visitors could see:
• A picture of the sales rep
• The rep's personal information
• A link to the rep's Facebook page
Photo upload tool
A "Get In Uniform" tab allowed visitors to upload a photograph to be pasted over the face of
the ranger on the microsite’s homepage -- making it appear as if the consumer was in uniform.
Visitors could save the image or share it on Facebook.
Humorous video
The team also created a humorous video of three team members dressed as forest rangers,
performing a rap song about the company and the beer.
Step #3. Incorporate map on main Facebook page
The team had more than 70,000 fans, or "likes," for their Facebook page. They wanted these
fans to connect with local sales reps on Facebook, so they brought the microsite’s interactive
map to their profile.
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Visitors accessed the map on Facebook in two ways:
• "Rangers" tab
• Large image button on the left side
Rangers’ profiles
The team created Facebook profiles for the majority of their sales reps. Some profiles covered
several representatives within a region. The team added these profiles to their Facebook page
so consumers could find a local representative.
Step #4. Promote at points-of-sale
The team’s sales reps are responsible for working with local distributors, stores, pubs and
restaurants to create local promotions for their products. Here are some of the strategies they
used to promote the new beer:
Launch parties
The team worked with local proprietors to hold about 250 events across the country for the
launch. They gave away branded shirts, buttons and beer glasses, and also arranged to have
bands play at suitable venues.
Some of the team’s reps promoted local events through their Facebook updates and photos.
Case displays and signage
For stores, the team created signage for the point of sale. They also arranged with stores to
have special case displays set up around the launch. The signage emphasized the message "IPA
the Beer Ranger Way," and featured the main campaign image of the ranger with a bicycle.
Photo canvases
One of the team’s reps requested a life-sized cardboard display of the campaign’s ranger with
its face cut out, so customers could pose for pictures behind it. The team loved the idea and
created several more to send to other reps.
Step #5. Print and website promotion
The team purchased magazine advertising to support the product launch. Print advertising has
been a major element of their marketing strategy for years, and they did not cut back on that
spending in recent years like many of their competitors.
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"We’re really reaping the benefits of those partnerships," Glassman says.
For example, the team got more than they expected when they purchased an ad for the back
cover of Rolling Stone. The ad featured an image of the product, the ranger and the "IPA the
Beer Ranger Way" message.
"They gave us a national buy even though we’re a regional advertiser because we’ve been
supporting them, and because they like our brand," Glassman says.
The team also purchased a two-page insert in Wired that included an image of the interactive
map and urged readers to "go find your local ranger" with a URL to their microsite.
The team also placed advertisements in these magazines:
• Sunset
• ReadyMade
• Outside
Link microsite to homepage website
The team’s homepage regularly cycles through four to five large linked images. For this effort,
they included an image of three rangers linked to the funny video, and an image of the product
and ranger mascot linked to the microsite.

RESULTS
"This was the first launch we did in this fashion, and it proved very successful," Glassman
says. "The beer is selling. We’re doing well."
The team passed their three-month sales goal within six weeks of the launch.
"If Ranger IPA continues selling on the trajectory it currently is, we will have the #2 bestselling IPA in the country by year’s end."
Social media gains
They gained about 7,000 fans to their Facebook profiles within the first week, helping to
connect customers with their local sales reps.
Microsite traffic
About 100,000 unique visitors arrived at the microsite in the campaign’s first two months.
They typically stayed for 5 to 7 minutes each.
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Microsite Homepage

Microsite Map
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Facebook button and tab
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Facebook Map
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Calendar of Local Events from a Beer Ranger’s Facebook Profile
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Magazine Ad
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Social Media Giveaway Campaign Lifts Sales 15%: 6 Steps

SUMMARY: Social media is built for sharing, which makes it a prime channel for spreading
the word about promotions. But when you provide an incentive for sharing, the promotion has
an even better chance of going viral.
See how a retailer created a product giveaway campaign that required social media users to
engage on Facebook or re-tweet messages on Twitter to qualify for drawings. Not only did they
significantly grow their social media followers, but for some products, sales increased 15%.
CHALLENGE
Gary Wohlfeill, Creative Director, Moosejaw, and his team have always taken a unique
approach to outdoor gear and apparel retailing. Customers love the company’s quirky callwaiting music, and silly content found throughout their site.
The team’s devoted customers -- particularly the younger segments -- often connect with the
brand though multiple channels, such as Twitter, Facebook, email and mobile SMS. Under-30
email subscribers were also more likely than others to participate in contests, recommend
Moosejaw to a friend, browse content on the site, and buy.
"The more comfortable our customers are at using multiple channels to engage with us, the
more the average number of orders they place goes up, as well as their willingness to
recommend us to their friends and family," Wohlfeill says.
The team made a decision late last year to reward these highly-engaged, under-30 customers.
But they also wanted a campaign to encourage more customers to connect with the brand
through multiple channels -- in hopes of creating more of the repeat buyers they were seeking.
CAMPAIGN
Wohlfeill and his team created a sweepstakes promotion called "20 Days of Decent
Giveaways." They ran the effort during December through social media channels to encourage
the audience to connect with the brand there and share the information with friends.
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Here are the steps they followed:
Step #1. Select the prizes
The team needed a large number of prizes to sustain a 20-day effort. They gathered about 35
different items, Wohlfeill says. Two decisions guided their selection:
Upcoming products
The team mostly selected prizes from products they sold, particularly products they planned to
promote in the upcoming season, Wohlfeill says. Any excitement the event generated about
those items could encourage future sales.
The team secured some giveaways from vendors, and dipped into their warehouse stock. They
planned to give away at least one product a day for 20 days. Some days they’d give away two
products, and on others they’d give away 10 of the same product.
"When you’re giving one or two away a day, the upside far outweighs the downside of eating
the cost of that item," Wohlfeill says.
Brand-appropriate nonsense
The team’s business approach and brand is somewhat nonsensical, and their audience loves it,
says Wohlfeill. Keeping with this brand approach, prizes such as a fabled wooden squirrel and
a random inflatable zebra were included in the giveaways.
Step #2. Set rules to encourage social interaction
The team ran the contest through Facebook and Twitter. To enter the contest, a person had to
comment on a thread announcing a giveaway in Facebook, or re-tweet a message announcing a
giveaway on Twitter.
After an announcement, the team accepted entries for a very limited time, such as 30 or 45
minutes. They gathered the entries and used a random number generator to select winners.
"Usually for contest like these, you take a week to get entries, but we wanted to make this fastpaced, especially because Twitter has such immediacy," Wohlfeill says.
Experiment with the format
Some contests could only be entered through one channel. Other contests allowed entries from
both Facebook and Twitter. The team wanted to mix it up, Wohlfeill says, to encourage people
to follow the brand on both channels if they weren’t already.
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"We knew we had a huge following on Facebook," he says. "We wanted to see how many
people we could get to hang out with us on both channels."
Grand prize
The team also gave away a $1,000 shopping spree. As opposed to other prizes, contestants had
to fill out a form on the team’s website to register for this giveaway.
The form asked contestants for contact information, and allowed them to gain up to five
additional entries in the contest by forwarding the page to up to five friends.
Step #3. Time the event for maximum impact
The team intended to start the effort in December to coincide with the holiday shopping
season. They wanted to ensure winners would receive prizes in time for the holiday, in case
they wanted to use them for gifts.
At first, the team planned to end the contest by awarding the $1,000 shopping spree prize.
However, they realized that the last day of the contest would be around Dec. 23 -- hardly
enough time for the winner to shop, receive and give so many products. They pushed up the
date to give the winner about 10 days to spend the prize money.
Step #4. Promote to the most likely participants
The team started promoting the 20 Days of Decent Giveaways about a week and a half before
the contest.
They did not purchase advertising. Instead, they sent their message to audiences that were most
likely to engage in the contest. Here’s how they used their major communication channels:
Facebook and Twitter
As the main channels for the contest, the team mentioned the event at least once a day leading
up to the event.
Website
The team’s homepage has a large area that rotates through several images. Leading up to the
event, the team created an image promoting the contest and placed it in the first position. After
the contest’s launch, they moved the image to a secondary position.
The team also mentioned the effort in the quirky "Madness" section of their site, where visitors
often go to find amusing content. The team also placed an image featuring the contest in a
section of their site navigation designed to accommodate images.
Email
MarketingSherpa’s Top 5 Facebook Case Studies From 2010
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The team sent a single email announcing and describing the upcoming contest. They later
included two banner ads promoting the contest in two email newsletters.
Step #5. Announce start and tweak rules
The team sent this message to their Twitter and Facebook profiles early on Dec. 4:
"First giveaway starts today at 2:00pm EST. Be sure to be around then for your chance to win.
LTM Lola"
Facebook start
Then, at 2 p.m. they sent this message to Facebook:
"First Giveaway: We’re giving away 5 pairs of Moosejaw Renton and Latika fleece jackets.
Reply to this post to enter. We'll pick 5 random winners in 30 minutes. Good luck. LTM Lola"
The post received 715 comments.
Twitter start
The team sent this message to their Twitter followers at 2 p.m. ET:
"We’re giving away 5 pairs of Moosejaw Renton & Latika Fleece Jackets. Retweet
#WINMJFLEECE to enter to win. We’ll pick 5 randoms at 2:30 EST"
Announce winners
The team announced the winners in both channels to "close the loop," Wohlfeill says. They
contacted winners on their network of entry, sent an email address and asked for their contact
information.
Tweak rules
Early on, one person re-tweeted a message dozens of times to increase his chances of winning.
The team reached out to the person, asked him to stop, and also notified the person who made
the original complaint. Both parties were easy to work with, Wohlfeill says. The team changed
their rules to prevent others from trying the tactic.
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Step #6. Have team members ready to respond
The contest generated a deafening buzz on the team’s social media pages. People asked
questions, begged to win prizes and talked about the products and the brand.
Having team members to respond to these messages was essential to keeping the process
running smoothly and keeping the audience happy. Dedicating one person to manage each
social channel is recommended.

RESULTS
"We saw this as a success," says Wohlfeill. "We’d have up to 2,000 entries in that time of
space for a [single] product."
•

The team captured 45% more Twitter followers during the effort, bringing their total to
more than 5,600.

•

They also captured 31% more Facebook fans, bringing their total to more than 20,000.

•

Sales for products the team used as prizes increased 10% to 15% during the effort.

•

They received great feedback.

"Instead of just a customer re-tweeting a single tweet, or replying something random [in
Facebook], they really got into it and talked about why they liked the product, why it’s a good
product, why they love the brand, and why they love Moosejaw," Wohlfeill says. "It’s great to
get that out there."
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Moosejaw Email
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Moosejaw Display Ad
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Email and Social Media Integration: 5 Strategies to Grow
Audiences and Design Campaigns
SUMMARY: Email subscribers and social media followers are among a marketer’s best
assets -- they represent consumers who want to communicate with your brand. But they don’t
necessarily want the same types of information.
See how a consumer marketing team supplemented a strong email marketing program with
social media tactics that grew audiences in both channels and delivered triple-digit traffic
increases to specific Web content. Includes strategies for:
• Surveying audiences
• Tailoring messages for each group
• Designing multi-channel campaigns
In 80 years, cookware and cake-decorating accessory company Wilton has grown a loyal
customer base that looks to the brand for creative baking, decorating and party planning tips.
Eric Erwin, EVP Marketing & Product Development, Wilton, could see proof of this
engagement in his team’s email newsletter click-through rates, which average 20%-30%.
But with the emergence of social media, the team realized that consumers had more ways to
interact with one another and share ideas. It was no longer sufficient to simply push out content
and try to control the flow of conversations.
Instead, the team has supplemented its email marketing tactics with a social media strategy that
includes a blog, Facebook page and Twitter feed. These efforts allow them to interact with
consumers wherever they congregate.
"We’ve been able to engage and insert ourselves in a conversation with folks starting to
organize themselves around their own interests," says Erwin.
Along the way, they learned several important lessons about how email and social media can
work together to keep consumers engaged with the brand, and support the team’s promotional
goals.
Here are five key strategies the team used to integrate social media and email marketing:
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Strategy #1. Survey audience to determine email and social habits
At first, the team assumed there would be significant overlap between their opt-in database and
their social media followers. To measure crossover between channels, they conducted several
surveys:
•

First, the team surveyed their email newsletter subscribers to ask which social media
sites they used.

•

Then, they conducted separate surveys on their Facebook page and Twitter feed to ask
the audience about newsletter subscriptions and social media habits.

The results surprised them. The overlap between audiences was not as great as they expected:
• About 50% of the team’s Facebook fans and Twitter followers subscribed to the
Wilton.com newsletter
• About 5% of the team’s Facebook fans were following the company on Twitter
• About 40% of the team’s Twitter followers were also Facebook fans
Strategy #2. Develop different messages for each audience
The team's next question was whether email and social media audiences responded to the same
type of information. Again, they were surprised by the results.
The team assumed that their Facebook fans would be similar to their newsletter subscribers:
highly engaged consumers who have taken in-person decorating classes and purchased several
books and other products.
But, by monitoring Facebook discussions, they realized that fans were a different group.
Facebook fans tended to be less engaged with Wilton products -- most had never taken a class,
for example. Instead, they had come to the Facebook page because of their interest in baking
and cake/cookie decorating.
In response, the team adjusted their messaging strategy to appeal to the different characteristics
of their opt-in database and social media followers:
•

Newsletter subscribers are most interested in "how-to" content, such as party planning
ideas, baking projects, and decorating tips. Product-specific promotions in the email
newsletters tended to get a much lower response rate. "Email subscribers want ideas,
maybe because they have products already," says Erwin.

•

By contrast, social media followers who don’t know the company as well had a greater
interest in new product announcements. So product-focused messages to those groups
were better received.
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Strategy #3. Use email to grow social media audience, and vice versa
Because there wasn’t a significant overlap between email subscribers and the social media
audience, the team developed cross-channel list-building campaigns.
Here are two ways they encouraged their audience to participate in multiple channels:
Email promotion to gain Facebook fans
The team used their email newsletter to boost awareness of the Facebook page. They added
buttons to their email newsletter to encourage subscribers to follow the brand on Facebook, and
saw a 325% increase in new Facebook fans on the day they sent the newsletter.
Facebook promotion to gain newsletter subscribers
The team also tested the effect of promoting the email newsletter to Facebook fans. They
created a Facebook wall post that encouraged fans to opt-in, and saw a 225% increase in
newsletter subscriptions compared to the average daily sign-up rate.
Strategy #4. Coordinate multi-channel promotions for product launches
Each year, one of the team’s biggest campaigns focuses on the annual Wilton Yearbook -- a
collection of cake designs, decorating tips and party planning ideas released each June.
Last year, the team used its email and social media channels for a coordinated product launch
campaign:
•

They used their Facebook page to promote the upcoming release, including a post one
week prior to launch encouraging fans to guess what cake design would be on the
cover. Then, they monitored conversations about the Yearbook and responded to
customer questions, such as where to purchase the book.

•

They used their Twitter account to provide previews of content before the release, such
as the teaser campaign to guess the book’s cover.

•

Upon release, they conducted a traditional email campaign to promote the book.

The multi-channel campaign doubled traffic to the Yearbook page on Wilton.com compared to
2008, and helped generate a 65% increase in sales year over year.
"We created a dialog prior to product being released," says Erwin. "We did not take a heavyhanded email approach and hammer our opt-in database over and over again."
Strategy #5. Stagger messages over time and across channels for seasonal campaigns
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Holidays are major promotional opportunities for Erwin and his team. The integration of email
and social media allowed them to stagger their promotions over time leading up to significant
dates.
For example, this past Halloween the team coordinated a month-long series of promotions that
offered party tips, cookie- and cake-decorating ideas and product promotions in several
channels:
•

They created Halloween party-planning videos that they posted to YouTube, their own
blog, and their Facebook page.

•

They used Twitter to promote Halloween baking ideas and specific products, such as
cookie cutters. Then, on Halloween, the sent a tweet encouraging customers to post
photos of their creations on the Wilton Facebook page.

•

The made Halloween the theme of their October email newsletter, offering ideas for
cookie, cake and cupcake decorations.

By combining email and social media promotions, they generated a 120% increase in
Halloween product views on Wilton.com
"People have far more choices in life, and they just want to have relevant information come to
them," says Erwin. "We let people find the migration point to the brand that’s most convenient
for them."
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Email newsletter with Facebook and Twitter links
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Email newsletter promoting Wilton Yearbook
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Email newsletter with Halloween baking and party ideas
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Sample Tweets from Yearbook pre-launch campaign
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Sample tweets from Halloween promotional campaign
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Reach Influencers via Social Nets and Conferences: 5 Steps
SUMMARY: It can be difficult to get started in a well-networked, niche markets. Without an
email list or customer base, how can a marketer build buzz without a huge budget?
See how one entrepreneur launched a grassroots marketing effort to break into a niche market,
excite its influencers and, most importantly, sell products. This Sherpa case study includes
strategies for combating negative commentary and reviews.

CHALLENGE
Ruth Brons, Founder, Things 4 Strings, was a violin player and teacher with a great idea. She
designed accessories for beginner violin and cello players that encouraged proper bow
technique -- a long-standing source of frustration.
To reach this market, Brons had to reach its influencers: professional cellists and violinists who
also taught students.
"Instead of six degrees of separation, when you meet another string player you can have three
degrees of separation until you find a common teacher or relation somewhere. It's a very small
and networked community," Brons says.
Playing instruments invented over 400 years ago, violinists and cellists are steeped in tradition.
Brons knew she had to make a strong push to convince influencers that her frog-, fish- and
elephant-shaped Bow Hold Buddies were not gimmicks, but valuable teaching tools.
Brons had a wealth of industry contacts gathered over several decades she could leverage.
Also, professional players and teachers were well-networked online and offline. She had to
reach and convince this tight-knit community to recommend her products to their students.
CAMPAIGN
Brons' strategy was to reach instructors and players directly through string players'
conferences, online forums and social networks to convince them to try her product. Then her
team would follow-up with an advertising campaign.
Here are the steps they followed:
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Step #1. Get the product off the ground
Before she and her team could begin marketing in full force, Brons had a number of
challenges. She had to manufacture, patent, and package the product and design its website.
After various snags and false starts, she eventually had the product packaged and in hand.
The product's packaging included:
• Bow Hold Buddies
• A branded pencil with site URL
• Installation instructions
Next, Brons and her team designed the Things 4 Strings website, which included:
• Homepage that doubled as a product-selling landing page
• How-to information and videos about the products
• Information about Brons' expertise
• Story of the product
• Information for parents and teachers
Ruth was able to get advice on patenting, manufacturing and website design from her
professional contacts, including the parents of her students.
Step #2. Aggressively network on- and offline
With the product and website established, Ruth set out to spread the word among the players
and teachers. She felt a grassroots marketing approach was the best way to initially promote to
this tight-knit market.
Beginning in August 2010, she pursued the following channels:
Facebook
Brons searched for and 'friended' every string instrument professional she knew. She then
sought out those she did not know. "I learned that anyone with a profile picture of themselves
with their instrument would become my friend," Brons says.
Brons quickly reached Facebook's 5,000 friends limit. Her team then created Facebook fan
pages for each of her products, the Bow Hold Buddies and the CelloPhant, so her fan numbers
could continue to grow on the network.
Brons regularly sent updates on all profiles about Things 4 Strings, the products, conferences
she attended and news related to her career. She regularly linked to the Things 4 Strings
website.
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Online forums
String players are connected through a variety of websites and forums. Brons was familiar with
some, such as All Things Strings and ViolinMasterclass. She researched others on Yahoo!
Groups and elsewhere. She joined more than 100 communities.
Some networks Brons freely joined. Others required approval from network administrators. If
asked, she would say she wanted to join the community to link to her website and raise
awareness. Most administrators did not mind. Others refused to admit her.
Once accepted, Brons waited patiently to inject her opinion and website URL into a
conversation. She commented on threads about bow holding, and also on violin and cello
topics in general. In general threads, she would add her comment and link to her site in her
signature.
"If you charge in there and spam, they really don't appreciate it. You have to approach it more
like it's a cocktail party and lurk for a little bit until you find something you can truly speak
honestly to," Brons says.
Google Alerts
Brons registered with Google Alerts, a free service that sends email updates of the Web content
Google finds around certain keywords. Whenever Google indexed a page containing "bow
hold," "CelloPhant," "Ruth Brons" and other related phrases, Brons received a link to the page
in an email.
This helped Brons monitor mentions of her company, combat false information and identify
new places to promote her products.
Conferences
Industry conferences enabled Brons to directly interact with her market's influencers and
explain her products' value. Also, the conferences were magnets for trade reporters. By making
herself and her products so available, Brons was able to land a wealth of press mentions and
write-ups.
Brons attended about nine string players' and teachers' conferences after launch. She attended
six events prior to launch, where she showed prototypes. She set up booths to give
demonstrations, sell products and hand out promotional pencils and flyers with her website's
URL.
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Always networking
Brons always carried product samples and promotional flyers when she met with other string
players and when she played in orchestras and at weddings. She also visited youth schools and
orchestras to hand out samples and promotional pencils and stuffed them into teacher's
mailboxes.
Step #3. Launch an advertising campaign
The products' sales and industry attention were gaining traction. By January, Brons and her
team added a small-scale media plan to complement Brons' networking.
The team launched campaigns in the following channels:
Print advertising
The team purchased advertising in trade publications such as Strings Magazine and American
String Teacher Association Quarterly Journal. The ads featured the product, its description and
encouraged readers to visit the Things 4 Strings URL. Print advertising proved to be the team's
most expensive marketing channel.
Online display ads and sponsorships
The team purchased advertising on strings-related websites, and also sponsored related email
newsletters. The ads ranged from an image of the product and a short description, to a button of
the company logo. The ads always linked to the team's website. The team also purchased print
and online display advertising packages from companies with both channels.
Facebook Ads
The team tested paid search engine advertising for two months but did not see good results.
Then they shifted the PPC budget to test Facebook ads and realized much better results.
Facebook ads were targeted to users who mentioned "violin," "cello" and other relevant
keywords in their profiles. Again, the ads linked to Things 4 Strings' website.
Step #4. Combat negative criticism and reviews
Brons continued to network and promote online through social channels. As her product
reached more consumers, not everyone was happy with her products. Some traditionalists,
claiming to be "anti-gadget," said students should learn to play the old fashioned way, Brons
says.
Brons found negative criticism most often came from people who had never tried or seen the
products in person. Reception of Things 4 Strings' products was overwhelmingly positive
among students and teachers who had tried them, she says.
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With such a small, niche market, fighting negative criticism was vital to maintaining
credibility. Brons did so in several ways:
Supply videos and more information
Brons supplied more information to combat misunderstandings about her company, how
products were used, and how they were helpful. Links to videos helped illustrate how the
products helped students correctly hold their bows.
She responded to commentators who suggested she was a large business trying to cash in on
the market by explaining that she was a teacher who shipped the products "from the back door
of my house" (see links below).
Encourage conversation, highlight lack of research
Even when under verbal attack from fierce traditionalists, Brons would thank them for
contributing to a lively conversation and would offer her personal experience from using the
products. When relevant, she would highlight that those making negatives comments had not
tried the products.
Appeal to site administrators
Some websites do not allow products to be criticized by commentators who admittedly have
not tried them. On at least one occasion, Brons was able to get a negative review removed from
Amazon by pointing this out.
Step #5. Follow the market across borders
With such a close community, string players often stay connected overseas. Things 4 Strings'
products have generated discussion and interest from countries as diverse as England and
Brazil.
Brons' team strove to accommodate customers in various countries, but ran into shipping
troubles, especially in the UK, the team's largest foreign customer base. The team tried several
different strategies for getting products to customers quickly and affordably, often with
frustrating results.
The team settled on storing a product inventory in the UK and using a third-party fulfillment
vendor to ship products when they're sold. This prevented products from being trapped in
lengthy queues at Customs or from being lost in international transit. UK customers now
typically receive shipments within a few business days, Brons says.
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RESULTS
Since launch in August, the team has realized a steady increase in sales, and widespread
industry appeal. Sales increased 23.34% from August to January, and increased 29.84% from
January to May.
"Every month there is a little bit more than the month before," Brons says.
•

The team continually set sales goals and surpassed them. In May 2010, monthly sales
were 22% above their goal for 2011.

•

The website had a conversion rate of 3.2%, which does not include telephone orders.

•

At least 10% of Things 4 Strings' website traffic comes from the UK, Brons says.

•

35% of the websites visitors came from Facebook after the team increased its
advertising budget in the network. Facebook was the most impactful online advertising
channel, followed closely by online forums.

•

Things 4 Strings LLC was first picked up in print in the bowed string instruments
magazine The Strad out of the U.K. Then articles appeared in publications such
as Music Teacher and Strings.

•

The website realized traffic bumps when Brons engaged in discussions in online forums
and responded to posts criticizing the products.

In-person networking
Conferences are the team's most effective marketing channel, Brons says. Conferences extend
industry contacts, demonstrate products for customers and the press, and sell products directly
to the market's influencers.
"The response is over a 90% sales rate," Brons says. "If I can get people to stop and talk to me
and they are music teachers, they instantly see the value."
Also, Brons notices more strings players she meets have already heard of Things 4 Strings.
"Most of the last three conferences I've been to, people said they've already seen it on
Facebook and in trade show magazines," she says.
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Homepage

Video
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Facebook fan page 1
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Facebook fan page 2
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